ICI Services is seeking a Navy logistics/supply specialist (E6 or above) with at least four years of SUPERVISORY experience to support our NAVAIR customer in NAS North Island, San Diego, CA. Federal wage rate is up to $32/hour with full benefits. Needs to hold or be eligible to obtain a Position of Trust/Public Trust clearance.

ICI Services is looking for motivated individuals who want to join our team in NAS North Island, San Diego, CA. We are a mid-sized defense contractor providing Engineering, Logistics, Program Services, and Technical Services to government clients in 14 states and the District of Columbia. We need a Senior Onsite Warehouse Lead ready to join a fast-paced and exciting work environment.

**Security Requirements:**
Applicant must hold an active Department of Defense (DoD) SECRET personnel security clearance

**Responsibilities:**
Serves as the overall lead and administrator for the warehouse effort. Serves as the primary interface and point of contact with Government program authorities and the representatives on project and contract administration issues. Performs limited aspects of technical supply management work (e.g., inventory management, storage management, cataloging, and property utilization) related to depot, local, or other supply activities. Work usually is segregated by commodity area or function, and controlled in terms of difficulty, complexity, or responsibility. Assignments usually relate to stable or standardized segments of technical supply management operations; or to functions or subjects that are narrow in scope or limited in difficulty. The work generally involves individual case problems or supply actions. This work may require consideration of program requirements together with specific variations in or from standardized guidelines.

**Assignments require:**
(a) a good working knowledge of the governing supply systems, programs, policies, nomenclature, work methods, manuals, or other established guidelines
(b) an understanding of the needs of the organization serviced
(c) analytical ability to define or recognize the dimension of the problems involved, to collect the necessary data to establish the facts, and take or recommend action based upon application or interpretation of established guidelines.

**Experience Requirements:**
At least four (4) years of Navy supply/logistics management experience previous supervisor experience required

Educational & Certification Requirements: High School Diploma or GED

POC: James McCandless
Veteran Staffing Consultant
Work for Warriors
8450 Okinawa St
Sacramento, CA 95828
James.a.mccandless.ctr@mail.mil
916-854-1369